Call for Papers
The Eighth Conference of the International Association for Tourism
Economics
28 June-1 July 2022, Perpignan, France
Conference Location

Conference Themes

The International Association for Tourism
Economics is delighted to announce that the
association’s Eighth Conference will be held at
the University of Perpignan Via Domitia,
France. This eighth edition is co-organized with
the support of the Polytechnic University
Hauts-de-France and the UMR-CNRS LISA
(6240) of the University of Corsica.

• Economic modelling of tourism
• Tourism competitiveness
• Tourism and the environment
• Climate change and tourism
• Economic analysis of tourism demand
• Tourism, economic growth and development
• Innovation in tourism
• Economic contribution or impact of tourism
• Tourism, labour markets and human capital
• Tourism policy / taxation
• The economics of tourism supply
• The economics of special events
• Experimental economics and tourism
• Big data in tourism research
• Transport for tourism
• Evolutionary patterns in tourism
• Transaction costs in tourism
• Crisis and Tourism
• Tourism forecasting and recovery

The University of Perpignan, founded in 1350,
is a multidisciplinary university located in an
ideal setting in the south of France.
The conference will be co-hosted by
Department of Tourism Management of
Institute of Business Administration and
CRESEM laboratory (UR 7397) of
University of Perpignan.
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PhD Workshop: 28 June 2022. PhD students attending the conference should also attend and present
at the PhD workshop, which gives them the additional opportunity of receiving feedback and advice
from IATE council members.

Publication: Outstanding papers will be considered for publication in a special
focus in Tourism Economics, published by SAGE. Tourism Economics is a peerreviewed journal devoted to the economics and finance of tourism worldwide.
Articles address the components of the tourism product and the economic
organization of tourism at micro and macro levels.

Key Dates: Abstract submission: 17 December 2021
Acceptance notification: 21 January 2022
Full paper submission: 8 April 2022
Only full papers are eligible for entry into the best paper award. Presentations based only on a submitted
abstract may be allocated less time than full paper submissions.

Conference Website: www.iate2021perpignan.com is available including information regarding
submission guidelines, programme, destination information and fees. Online submissions are open via
EasyChair: https://easychair.org/conferences/?conf=8thiate

